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Photos and Videos

See All 10

Other Obstetricians & Gynecologists Nearby Sponsored

Gerardo Bustillo, MD
5.2 miles away from Richard C Agnew, MD

Jaeden S. said "I am a new patient to Dr. Bustillo and with just one visit I can tell how
amazing of a doctor he is. I switched insurance's and was quite sad I was losing my
old OB. Fast forward to now, I am so unbelievably grateful that it…" read more
in Obstetricians & Gynecologists

Reproductive Fertility Center
9.4 miles away from Richard C Agnew, MD

Drea K. said "We have been waiting so patiently to write this review!! We wanted to
wait until the end to be able to share our whole story!! We were a very rare a tough
case so if you are too and you are looking for hope and a great doctor
and…" read more
in Obstetricians & Gynecologists

Allan Akerman, MD
6.3 miles away from Richard C Agnew, MD

Lauren A. said "I just had my first appointment with Dr. Akerman today I have never
felt more comfortable with a doctor. I had a great OB with my son, but due to
insurance changes, had to find a new one. If I could go back & pick Dr. Akerman to
be…" read more
in Obstetricians & Gynecologists

About the Business

Dr. Richard A.
Business Owner

 Yelpers report this location has closed. Find a similar spot.

Details

See All 10

27 reviews

70 reviews

24 reviews

(949) 650-3777

Get Directions

You Might Also Consider
Sponsored

Thomas Tri Quach, M.D., FACOG,
OBGYN

50 reviews

8.5 miles
Mark N. said "My wife and I were
originally referred here by my in-laws.
At first, I I felt…" read more

Life IVF Center
133 reviews

7.8 miles
Celest V. said "My husband and I were
trying to get pregnant for 5 years with
no luck, when I…" read more
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Dr. Agnew is proud to provide obstetric and gynecological services to patients for over 30 years.
A family owned and operated business, Dr. Agnew and staff know how important it is to maintain
a fulfilling need to their patients in a safe and comfortable environment. Hoag Memorial Hospit…
Read more

Location & Hours

351 Hospital Rd
Ste 306
Newport Beach, CA 92663

Get directions

Add business hours

Amenities

Accepts Credit Cards Yes

Ask the Community

Question: Does anyone know how to get in contact with his office? I need to get my medical
records but I can't get a reply?

Answer: This is Dr. Agnew's office staff. We are still here through February. Please contact
us at 949-650-3777. Leave a message if we do not answer and we will copy your
records
Janice O. • 2 months ago
View 1 more answer

Question: Does anyone know if they moved to a new location? Office number is disconnected
😒

Answer: We were having problems with our phones. Phones are now fix please contact the
office between 9-12 and 2-4 pm . Thank-you
Richard A. • One month ago
View question details

See all 4 questions for Richard C Agnew, MD

Recommended Reviews

Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn
more. ×

Search within reviews

Start your review of Richard C Agnew, MD.

Ann P.
West Covina, CA

0 friends
12 reviews
1 photo

3/15/2020

 1 photo

Not sure if Dr.Agnew reads these or someone tells him but I
wanted to say thank you! I was so happy to be able to have the
best experience I could have having my son my c section was
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the best experience and my recovery went great rome is 4
months now and so chubby and happy and healthy

Useful Funny Cool

Sindi M.
Rancho Cucamonga,
CA

0 friends
7 reviews

11/25/2019

Hes amazing.  I am.so glad my friend recommended him to me.
He is always so pleasant and helpful. I've never been to
another doctor that has made me feel so comfortable.  So sad
 I met him the same year hes retiring. 
Hes an angel.

Useful Funny Cool

Sherri Z.
Irvine, CA

675 friends
549 reviews
417 photos

Elite '2020

2/6/2019 • Updated review

Dr. Agnew just delivered my second child! His office is always
warm and welcoming and the wait times are very minimal. I'm
glad he was able to deliver both my children and I highly
recommend him!

Useful 4 Funny 3 Cool 5

9/17/2014 • Previous review

Read more

Ashley T.
Huntington Beach, CA

143 friends
112 reviews
104 photos

7/26/2019

I switched doctors to Dr. Agnew and so far I've been extremely
pleased with my decision. He's to the point but also very
experienced. He's more personable than my previous doctor
and I feel confident knowing he'll be delivering my baby in
about a month.

Useful Funny Cool

Sam P.
Glendora, CA

283 friends
64 reviews
13 photos

7/29/2019

So far I have had a great experience with Dr.Agnew , this is my
first pregnancy so I'm always worried the staff up front is helpful
and deals with me needing notes for work when I have
appointments ... Dr Agnew has always made me feel
comfortable with running extra tests to make sure I'm okay
overall I would recommend him to anyone office does have a

Pregnancy is NOT easy, but having the right OBGYN makes a
huge difference!  Dr. Agnew was recommended to me by my…
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little wait on Friday appointments it's Friday it's busy Monday
Wednesday I was in and out so quickly

Useful Funny Cool

Erica C.
Sacramento, CA

1 friend
12 reviews
1 photo

6/13/2019

Personally was not a fan of Dr. Agnew or his staff. Unfriendly,
everything seems to be an inconvenience to them. Went in for
a check-up and some concerns, after a 45 minute wait to see
the Dr. Agnew, the exam lasted a whole 5 minutes and all he
told me was to try home remedies and walked out of the exam
room. There was no follow-up, no blood work/blood pressure,
weight check, nothing. Here we are 4 months later and I'm
receiving a bill from their office stating I owe over $500 because
I wasn't effective with their office through my insurance- Isn't
that something you should have checked when I gave them my
insurance information PRIOR to my visit?

Useful 1 Funny Cool

Lorraine O.
Newport Beach, CA

0 friends
4 reviews

2/24/2019

Dr Richard Agnew is an exceptional doctor! I couldn't be more
grateful for him! He helped deliver my son and it was the most
beautiful experience I could have asked for!! He has been my
obgyn and general doctor for three years now. I would highly
recommend him!!

Useful Funny Cool

Tahnee P.
Oxnard, CA

144 friends
8 reviews

7/1/2019

Words can't express how GRATEFUL I am to have found Dr.
Agnu. I am now on my third pregnancy, which has been far
harder than my previous pregnancies. He has not only guided
me with confidence with the right directions, with particular
issues I have ran into, but also his OUTSTANDING staff has
really gone above and beyond for me. I feel so safe with putting
my family in his hands, LITERALLY. Even my recent trips to the
E.R, I have spoken to onsite staff who rave about his extreme
expertise and how much knowledge this one individual has
over many Doctors they have seen in their time! This is a big
deal when trying to find the perfect OBGYN when searching
online ( trust me, I did all the research ), especially when you
can't visit them all to make a decision. DR AGNU IS THE BEST,
and no other words can explain his work ethics. Thank you Dr.
Agnu for continuing to be the best at what you do, and truly
caring for your patients, and not just making us feel like a
number. And to the Staff, all of you ladies have done a fantastic
job and make the process that much more seamless. Thank
you, Thank you, Thank you

Useful 1 Funny Cool

Sophie M.
Chino Hills, CA

1 friend
23 reviews
27 photos

10/2/2018

1. Waited over an hour for appt 
2. Blood pressure and weight were not completed.  Had to ask 
3. Assistants were watching TV 
4. Dr walked  out of the office mid question 
It's time for me to move on and I also believe it's time for the Dr
to retire or bring in a more competent staff and doctor.    Used
to be a nice and caring.    Now seems as if they don't care and
are poorly going through the motions.    I will be promptly
finding a new OB.  I don't feel confident my baby, or myself will
be provided with adequate health care.

Useful 3 Funny Cool 1
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Carmacat2 ..
Phoenix, AZ

0 friends
8 reviews

6/12/2018

6/12/18...Dr. Agnew was my doctor most of my life, and ALL the
time I lived in Orange county. He delivered my daughter in her
DUE DATE. (How often does that happen?!) He was even my
daughter's ob/gyn when she was 15 or 16.
I was always very comfortable there! Catherine, his wife,
always LOVED her, too! I remember stories she used to tell me
when she used to be one of Dean Martin's Golddiggers
(dancer). I was envious.
I moved to Phoenix several years ago, and we bought a home
here. I miss the California coast. It's very hot here.
Dr. Agnew always gives you his best! I will NEVER forget him.
 I look forward to connecting with him when I return to
California. He's an Angel. Thank YOU, Dr. Agnew, and
Catherine, for all the great years. It's VERY hard to find an
ob/gun you TRULY feel comfortable with.

Useful Funny Cool 1

Kate D.
Garden Grove, CA

11 friends
98 reviews
6 photos

9/1/2018

I've not experienced the extended wait times others have
complained about. Of course, this is a doctor office and you're
going to have short wait times and long wait times as with any
other Dr. office....My experience for the past few years has
been great. everyone who works here is great, in my opinion

Useful Funny Cool

Agnes P.
Lansdale, PA

225 friends
4 reviews

10/25/2017

Dr. Agnew and the office staff are great! He was one of the very
few doctors I could find that had great ratings and accepted
Medi-cal during my pregnancy. He has great bedside manner,
is very kind, and as someone who was having a healthy low-
risk pregnancy, my prenatal appointments were quick and to
the point. The reason for the 4-star rating was due to the
difficulty of getting ahold of a staff member when I called the
office - many times, i had to call at least 3 times before finally
getting in touch with someone instead of the answering
machine (which hangs up on you sometimes) despite calling
during normal office hours. 

(Also be mindful that to park at the medical building, you have
to pay $2 each visit and the office does no provide parking
vouchers.)

Useful 1 Funny Cool

Amelia B.
Bellevue, WA

213 friends
30 reviews
2 photos

11/28/2016

Dr. Agnew really should consider retiring. He once treated my
mother forty years ago and has done a lot of good for women's
rights in his very long career, but I fear his old age is directly
related to the sharp decline in his quality of care. My own
experience with him has been pretty scary (gave me no
information regarding the surgery he performed, zero attention
given during hospital discharge, a dozen post op surgical
wounds unexplainable even by another gyno, lateness, aloof
and uncaring attitude, etc). 

He makes you wait up to an hour only to be seen for a few
moments before retreating back to his office, will forget why you
came and what exams he is supposed to do on you that day,
has impossibility short, sporadic office hours, and has no
messaging service if the phones are turned off, which seems to
be 50% of the time they're supposed to be open. 

Between his forgetfulness, short attention span, nonexistent
office hours, and highly questionable bedside manner, I urge
you to look elsewhere.

Useful 9 Funny 3 Cool 2
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Natalie S.
Newport Beach, CA

37 friends
21 reviews
19 photos

2/26/2018

Excellent doctor. He is my primary care doctor, my gynecologist
and was my obstetrician. He delivered both of my kids. His
office is a family affair. I love it! I have been going to him for
almost 20 years. I will continue until he decides to retire which
hopefully is not soon!

Useful 2 Funny Cool

Lauren T.
Huntington Beach, CA

11 friends
37 reviews
2 photos

2/2/2017

Prenatal care- 3 stars
He was not very thorough and I didn't find out until I was in L&D
that I had had high blood pressure almost my entire pregnancy.
I didn't get my glucose test scheduled until almost 33 weeks
and then when I had failed it no one called to tell me my results,
so I figured I was fine. By the time I had scheduled my second
test, I had went into labor and obviously never took the second
test. He was pretty funny and very nice and I really did like his
office staff! They always made me feel welcome and
comfortable. 

Delivery-5+ stars!!!! 
Now I know why he is a highly sought after doctor!!! I went into
labor at 35 weeks, 6 days and he made me feel so comfortable
and calm. I ended up having to have an assisted birth with the
vacuum and my son was born completely perfect and healthy
and I can't thank doctor Agnew enough!! 

So although my prenatal care could've been a little better,
maybe he just figured I was young and healthy and not to
worry? I don't know. I definitely had a great delivery and will be
going back to him for any other pregnancies down the line if he
is still practicing.

Useful 1 Funny Cool

Ana A.
Seal Beach, CA

1 friend
18 reviews
6 photos

10/17/2017

Dr. Agnew deserves a 10 star rating. He was the on call doctor
that performed my emergency cesarean and I couldn't be
happier! I have complete feeling in my lower abdomen with
minimal nerve damage. My son and myself are healthy. I am so
happy with my surgical procedure that I most likely will switch
OB's during my next pregnancy. His skill set is flawless!

Useful 1 Funny Cool

Sara T.
Huntington Beach, CA

93 friends
18 reviews
2 photos

5/25/2017 • Updated review

The most amazing doctor with the most amazing staff. For all
the posts here that are negative, I must say this: no, he's not
perfect but he is by far the best choice you can make if you
have CalOptima. It's nearly impossible to find an experienced,
white doctor who doesn't speak with a foreign accent, in
Newport Beach, which also allowed me to have my baby at
Hoag Hospital. I felt like I finally had hit the jackpot when I
found him after searching for years for a practice like his. He is
really a very caring person and wonderful doctor with an office
staff that is on the ball 99.9% of the time.

Useful 3 Funny Cool

4/1/2016 • Previous review

Read more

Hands down, the best doctor in Orange County. I was so lucky
to have found him halfway through my second pregnancy, i w…
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Bruce B. Lee, M.D.
1.4 miles away from Richard C Agnew, MD

Connie L. said "I was having irregular periods and extreme pain during menstruation.
I just assumed that it was due to the side effects of coming off birth control however
this WAS NOT THE CASE!!! I had been going to normal OB/GYN they told
me…" read more
in Obstetricians & Gynecologists

Newport Children’s Medical Group
3.6 miles away from Richard C Agnew, MD

Ketrin O. said "I recently started to take my three children here - my 4 yr old son and
twin newborn girls. I've been less than impressed with the professionalism and

17 other reviews that are not currently recommended

Lauren K.
Santa Ana, CA

30 friends
24 reviews
1 photo

4/4/2017

I understand both sides of these reviews...  What I LOVE about
Dr. Agnew is that he is NOT an alarmist! I think he was and is
very knowledgeable and skilled physician. However, I can see
why some rate him very low...  They are probably from the
"informed" generation where they are given every possible
outcome of every symptom... I personally love him, but I am a
boomer!

Useful 5 Funny Cool 1

Krystle V.
Costa Mesa, CA

328 friends
9 reviews
1 photo

9/7/2017

Dr. Agnew is amazing! 
I started going to him when I was around 4 months pregnant
with my little girl, he's quick at every appointment and gets right
to the point which is amazing when you're pregnant especially
because I just wanted to go home and sleep! His daughters are
awesome and are so sweet, and his wife is an absolute doll!
Hopefully he is still practicing when it's time for me to have
baby #2 even though he got to me a little late while I was in
labor he got there just in time, literally like two minutes before
my daughter came out and he was so calm and collected. My
little girl, came out within 15 minutes of pushing..even the
nurses thought it was going to take a lot longer, so it's justified. 
I still go to him after having my daughter and he's amazing with
all the follow ups and getting things taken care of, love that the
whole family works here and there are so genuine! 
Thank you Agnew family!

Useful Funny Cool

Kari S.
Yorba Linda, CA

1 friend
31 reviews
3 photos

2/15/2017

Dr. Agnew has been wonderful for me. He will always answer
any questions I have. He did my complete hysterectomy and
the scar almost is invisible.  I wish he could of delivered my
children with him but at the time he didn't accept my ins. First
my Aunt and Grandmother saw him then me and now my
sisters. I don't understand some of the negative reviews. He is
a bit shy but, when asked he will address any question. I have
had numerous OB's and he is by far the best. Always making
sure you are comfortable.  He doesn't believe in letting you
suffer. If needed on weekends he will call you back right away.
Our family loves him.

Useful 2 Funny Cool
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